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The numerical conduction of heat in packed beds of particles is investigated, including the effects of inter-particle
microasperity gaps and deformation contacts. A detailed numerical model of two half spheres in contact with interstitial
fluid is constructed, including asperity (roughness) gaps and deformation contacts on the respective orders of 5 pm and
100 pm for 1 mm particle diameters. The resulting heat flux distributions at the diametrical planes of the particles are
integrated to yield the overall thermal conductance, K , or resistance, R = 1/K,between the two diametrical planes. The
results show K to be strongly dependent on the interstitial fluid gap and the deformation contact diameter, as well as on
fluid and solid conductivities. The effective bed conductivity, k,, is determined as a function of K and the void fraction,
and correlated in terms of bed parameters. The resulting k, correlation agrees well with published experimental data over
a wide range of substances and temperatures.
On etudie la conduction numerique de la chaleur dans des lits gamis de particules, incluant les effets des ecarts de
microasperite inter-particules et les contacts de deformation. Un modele numerique detaille de deux demi-sp&resen contact
avec un fluide interstitiel est mis au point, qui inclut les asperites (rugosite) et les contacts de deformation respectivement de 5 pm et 100 pm pour des diametres de particules de 1 mm. Les distributions de flux de chaleur resultant dans
le plan diametral des particules sont integrees afin d’etablir la conductance thermique, K, ou la resistance, R = 1/K, entre
les deux plans diametrals. Les resultats montrent que K est fortement dependant de l’espace fluide interstitiel et du
diametre de contact de deformation, et des conductivites du fluide et des solides. La conductivite effective du lit, k,, est
determinee en fonction de K et de la fraction de vide et correlee en termes de parametres de lit. La correlation k, resultante
concorde bien avec des donnees experimentales publiees pour une vaste g a m e de substances et de temperatures.
Keywords: conduction, radiation, packed beds, thermal, effective conductivity, correlation, particle contact.

P

opular bed conduction models, based on axial 1-D conduction in the sphere and interstitial fluid, were developed
by Yagi and Kunii (1 957), Dixon (1985), and Hayashi, et al.
(1987). More exact analyses using radial and angular conduction, with solutions by relaxation methods, were performed by Deissler and Boegli (1958), Krupiczka (1967),
and by Wakao and Kato (1969). A harmonic method was
used by McPhedran and McKenzie (1978) for spheres in
very close proximity, but not touching. Chan and Tien
(1973) considered contacting spheres in vacuum, with
Hertzian contact deformation, whereas Wakao and Kato
(1969) used 1-D conduction at the contact point, but without
size variation of the contact region. Batchelor and O’Brien
(1977) investigated theoretically both contacting and noncontacting spheres for thermal and electrical conduction. In
the present paper, the emphasis is on simple, but widely
applicable, correlations based on numerical analysis.
Although thermal contact conductance is recognized as
important, its effect appears not to be included in practical
correlations, nor is the effect of micro-asperities. These
depend on surface oxides, on surface roughness, and on the
deformation contact area relative to the particle size as discussed by Yovanovich (1967). Theoretically, the area can be
determined by the Hertz contact theory with the loads and
solid properties known, as by Balakrishnan and Pei (1979)
and Chan and Tien (1973); however, this information is frequently not available, and the effect must usually be deter*Author to whom correspondence may be addressed. E-mail address:
lund@ames.ucsd.edu

mined by comparison with experiment as suggested by
Bauer and Schluender (1978). Effects of deformation contact was considered by Lund et al. (1997)Reviews of correlations and chemical engineering applications are by
Kulkarni and Doraiswamy (1980), Specchia et al. (1980),
and by Lemcoff et al. (1990); other applications are in
fusion reactor design (Kamiuto, 1990, 1991, Gorbis et al.,
1995, Mingjie et al., 1995), in thermal insulation (Chan and
Tien, 1973), and in porous media (Kaviany, 1995).
Experimentally, the effective conductivity for packed
beds has been measured for various powders by Deissler
and Boegli (1958), by Fukai et al. (1990), for aluminum
oxide, and more recently by Tavman (1996) for sand grains.
In the millimeter size range, packed bed heat transfer was
measured by Melanson and Dixon (1985), and by Huber and
Jones (1988).
In the present work, two contacting spheres are modeled
as in Figure 1, with constant temperatures specified on the
two diametrical planes shown. This results in a detailed heat
flow field within the particle which is decidedly non-axial
but converges to the point of minimum separation between
the two particles; the resulting heat flux at the diametrical
planes is then area integrated to yield the overall heat flow
and conductance, 4 for the region.
To accomplish this, a finite element numerical model is
constructed as shown in Figure 2, where the smallest elements
are on the order of 2% of the particle diameter (i.e., 20 pm
for a 1 mm particle); contact conductance is modeled by setting the conductivity of several of the smallest fluid elements to the solid value.
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Figure 1 -Contacting

spheres and unit cell.

The contacting particle conductance, k: is determined
generally for fluidsolid conductivity ratios < 1; however, by
limiting this ratio to small values (i.e., gases with solid particles) the numerical results generated for K between two
particles is extended analytically to the face centered and
body centered packing arrangements and their void fractions, thus leading to a general correlation of the effective
conductivity, k,, for the packed bed.
Analysis
FINITE
ELEMENT MODEL
The FE model consists of the two half spheres in close
proximity, as in Figure 1, with temperatures of 1°C and 0°C
specified at the lower and upper diametrical planes, respectively. This unit temperature difference of AT = 1°C was
chosen for convenience in application of the COSMOS FE
program. Similarly, the solid conductivity was taken as lc, =
1 WlmK, and the “particle” diameter as d = 1 m; fluid conductivities were varied from kf= 1 p W k . K to 1 W / m K
About 1600 elements were used as shown in Figure 2 .
The interface gap in Figure 2 varied from 1 mm to 5 mm
at the centerline, relative to the 1 m particle. For a 1 mm particle this gap is only 1 to 5 tun, which is Comparable to typical
surface roughness heights; for $-= 0.02 W/mK, this corresponds to unit surface conductances of 20 000 to 4 000
W/m2.K, which are comparable to the contact conductances
between flat surfaces. Thus, the numerical model is sufficiently detailed to account for normally experienced contact
conductance.
The effect of contact was modeled by increasing the gas
conductivity of the center-most gap elements to the solid
value, thus modeling micro asperity deformation contact or
micro-welding of the two particles at the contact point. This
process yields the normal diametrical heat fluxes shown in
Figure 3, where the lowest curves (d, = 0) are for gas gaps,
and the others are for the percent contact diameters shown.
It is seen that the fluxes are higher near the centerline where
there is a shorter conductance distance to the gap, and that
the flux increases with percent contact diameter; however,
the heat flow through a ring of width Ar increases with
radius, r. By area integration of the flux profiles in Figure 3,
770

Figure 2 -Finite element grid.
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Figure 3 - Center plane heat fluxes.
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Figure 5 -Comparison of correlation with numerical data.
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Figure 4(b) - Variation of cell conductance with conductivity
ratio.

the integrated heat rates Q and the overall, plane-to-plane
conductances K = QlAT(or the resistances, R = ATIQ) are
obtained.
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Figure 4(a) - Summary of numerical conductance data.
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NUMERICAL DATA

Figure 4a summarizes the above numerical data where F 3
Kld k is plotted versus K = kf/k,,,with the contact-diameter
anJiarticle-gap ratios as parameters: 6c= d i d , and 6 3
gldp. In this log-log plot, which is normalized by k, and
two similar “zero-contact’’curves are shown for inter-particle
gaps of 0.1% and 0.5% of the particle diameter, which
reflect the average micro-proximity of the two particles.
Because of surface roughness, there will always be some gas
gap between particles; therefore, the effective conductivity
will depend on the particle surface roughness as well as on
the interstitial fluid conductivity. For example, for normallyrough sub-millimeter particles, nano-scale contacts would

&,

occur before the average gap could become as small as 1 pm;
however, such undeformed nano-contacts are too small to
contribute significantly to the heat transfer occurring
through the micro-scale fluid gap. Larger fluid gaps (i.e., a
matrix with solid inclusions) were considered by
McPhedran and McKenzie (1978), but are not of interest in
this article.
When a particle bed is loaded, either mechanically or by
particle weight, elastic deformations can occur from
Hertzian stresses between particles. Such deformation
effects are included in Figure 4a as effective contact diameter
ratios between particles, 6,. As K + 0, the deformation-contact
curves approach constant values as the heat transfer is concentrated in the deformation region, whereas for no deformation the curves diminish linearly as the heat transfer is
proportional to the fluid conductivity. As K -+ 1, all curves
approach the same h c t i o n because with the same solid and
fluid conductivities the effect of relative magnitudes disappears (in Figure 4a, KldPks -+ 1 as k+k, -+ 1, as expected,
because simple fluid conduction for the cell corner regions
outside the sphere was included). This is seen more clearly
in Figure 4b, which is a linear plot of KldpkTversus J K; it
appears that, to an excellent approximation, the inter particle
conductance varies linearly with the square root of the fluid
conductivity for large K’S for all surface conditions.
However, for gases with metallic solids the conductivity
ratio is usually small with significant effects of 6,and tig A
similar variation was found by Batchelor and O’Bnen
(1977).

EFFECTIVE
CONDUCTIVITYCORRELATION
The results in Figures 4 show that for high K each of the
curves converge to the same hnction which varies approximately as JK,and that for low K the curves are either linear
with K or approach a constant. Therefore, each of the curves
can be adequately fitted by the fractional form:

FE-=K
dpks
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Figure 6 -Conductance for the FCC cell.

Figure 7 -Comparison with sand-grain data.

where a to dare fitting parameters, where a(6,) accounts for
the effect of contact deformation and b(6,) accounts for the
effect of inter particle gaps. For small a and for large c and d
it is clear that F-, JKas K + 1, and that F + a + b~ as K
-+ 0, which are the correct limits for the generated data; to
satistjr F( 1) = 1 we take d = b( 1 + c) - I . By extensive data
manipulation, an excellent fit to all data is given by:

Thus, there is an increase in k, with solid packing fraction,
as expected. The exact packing pattern at any location in a
packed bed is not known, and will vary between these and
other patterns, and with the sphericity of the particles; therefore an averaged packing will be used in practice. From the
above table a correlation of rn vs. E is as follows:

0.636,0.8 + 1 . 9 6 2 . 2 ~ (+19&)

Therefore, the correlation for effective bed conductivity
for k, >> kfis the following:

F 5 - zK
d,A
0.001 5 6 ,

1 +(1962.2 -1)K

9

< 0.005 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(3)

(2)

This variation with 6, is similar to the previous analysis
(Lund, et al., 1997); by comparison, Balakrishnan and Pei
(1979) found a linear increase of K with d,. Equation (2) is
compared with the numerical data in Figure 5 for a practical
range of K, and was also used for the solid lines in Figures 4.
The agreement of the correlation is excellent.
EFFIXTIVE
CONDUCTIVITY
The above results for low conductivity ratios, klk,, show
that the spheres are largely isothermal over their respective
volumes, with a significant gradient in the gas between
them, or near the contact point. Because of this, these results
are insensitive to the orientation of the specified diametrical
temperature planes, and the present model is accurate for
particles in a 3-D array where K < 0.1.
The effective bed conductivity is obtained from the total
heat transfer through cell area A and over length L: QT =
(k,IL) A AT. For several types of particle packing cells, such
as the FCC in Figure 6, this formula led to klm = K/dp
where k, is the effective bed conductivity, and m is listed in
Table 1 for several types of packing arrangements (Chan
and Tien, 1973, Batchelor and O’Brien, 1977):
TABLE1
Effect of Packing Arrangements
Cell Type
Packing
Void,
m
Simple Cubic
52.36%
47.64%
1 = 1.0
3 1.98%
3’” = 1.732
Body Center Cubic
68.02%
25.95%
2 x 21’2 = 2.828
Face Center Cubic
74.05%
772

m = 0.393/(~- 0.2)0.7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

..........................................

(4)

In this correlation, 6 is always > 0, even when there is
deformation contact and 6, > 0.

Comparison of results
For variously packed sand grains in air, Tavman (1996)
measured void fraction, particle-diameter ranges, and solid
and bed-effective conductivities. In Figure 7, the above correlation is compared to these experiments for an assumed
roughness gap of g = 2 pm.Considering that this is the only
adjusted factor, and that the correlation (4) was determined
by purely numerical and analytical means, the agreement
between theory and experiment is remarkable. The general
variation of k, with E corresponds to previous results
(Krupiczka, 1967), and k, is seen to increase with particle
diameter, as measured (Tavman, 1996); particle diameter
does not appear directly in the present theory, but the relative gap roughness does, and this decreases with particle
diameter for constant surface condition. Similar agreement
was found in the previous work (Lund, et al., 1997), but
there deformation contact was required for that, more
restrictive, correlation.
For magnesium oxide (MgO) particles in helium and air
(d = 0.2 111111,E = 0.42), Deissler and Boegli (1958) measured
effective conductivitiesfor various temperatures, as compared
to the present theory in Figure 8; assuming a 0.25% gap
between the 0.2 mm particles, there is excellent agreement with
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Figure 8 -Comparison with MgO data (tig = 0.25%).

Figure 9 -Comparison with high-temperature data (tig= 0.1%).

the measurements for helium, but for air, the measurements
exceed the calculations somewhat. Because of the small particle size, radiation is insignificant, even at 700 K. These
experimentswere conducted on the same particle-bed, but for
different gases flushed through the bed; therefore, the same
agreement for different gases (or lack of agreement) would
be expected. However, if traces of residual helium remained
in the bed, then the air conductivity could easily be higher
than standard; this possible effect is modeled in Figure 8 by
a 5% increase in the fluid conductivity, and shown as the
dashed line. Or, if the void fraction changed from run to run,
differences in k, would result, as shown in Figure 7; experience shows that this fraction for the very same particles, gas
and apparatus easily varies by f 7% for different loadings.
Similar results (i.e., close agreement with the helium data,
and not-so-close with other gases) were obtained for the 446
stainless steel measurements (Deissler and Boegli, 1958).
High-temperature effective conductivities were determined by Huber and Jones (1988) for large, alumina spheres
in air, as shown in Figure 9. At these high temperatures and
large spheres, radiation is the dominant mode of heat transfer,
which is modeled here by adding a radiation conductivity
component: k, + k,. This component is adapted from the
scattering theory of Kamiuto (1991), with y as an effective
scattering factor:

and the large particles, the total effective bed conductivity
depends more on Equation (5) than on Equation (4); however, the comparison shows the validity of combining the
radiative and conductive terms.
All of the above experiments have comparatively loose
packings, and utilization of non-zero deformation contact,
6,, was not required for agreement of the theory with experiment. However, in applications where the bed is either
mechanically loaded or weighted by a tall column of particles, contact deformations will occur, with the attendant
increase in the bed conductivity. This effect is included in
the present correlation, and can be evaluated along with the
Hertz deformation.

k, = 4d,pT3;
8
- ,1 9
~

Y=

(1 + 4p/9)(1- &)[I + 3(1-

E)-

1.5(1-

.. .

E ) ~ ]

(5)

where p is the particle surface reflectivity.
In Figure 9 the solid lines represent computations from
Equations (4)and (5), with a gap of 6g,= 0.1% and blackbody radiation, and with the void fractions and properties
corresponding to the experimental data. Although the data in
Figure 9 is quite scattered, there is quite good agreement
between calculations and measurements. Indeed, Huber and
Jones (1988) conclude that there is not quantitative agreement of their data with the model of Yagi and Kunii (1957),
which considerably under-predicts the data; however, in
terms of the present model, their measurements appear.quite
accurate (if not precise). Because of the high temperatures

Conclusion
A detailed numerical conduction model was constructed
to assess the effective bed conductivity. The finite element
model of two particles in close proximity included an asperity
interface gas gap of up to 0.5% of dp, and deformation contact diameter ratio of up to 10%. The FE results clearly indicated that the majority of heat transfer takes place at or near
the particle-particle contact point, whether there is actual
contact at a particular instance or not. Calculations were performed for a wide range of conductivity ratios less than one,
and a general correlation obtained for a wide range of fluid/
solid conductivity ratios.
The numerical FE data were correlated in terms of a
micro-asperity fluid gap, a deformation contact diameter,
and solid and gas conductivities. By considering several
packing arrangements, the effective conductivity was additionally determined as a function of void fraction, in general correspondence with published correlations. For typical
fluid gaps between micro-rough particle surfaces there was
excellent agreement with published measurements for both
large and small particles in various gases over a wide temperature range.

Nomenclature
a-d = regression parameters
d, = deformation contact diameter, (m)
dp = particle diameter, (m)
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F

g
K
k,
k

4k,$
m
Q
q”
R
T

= nondimensional conductance, Kld k,
= interface gap due to asperities, (mg
= calculated particle-particle conductance, (W/K)
= effective bed conductivity, (W/m.K)
= fluid conductivity, (W/m.K)
= radiation conductivity, ( W h K )
= solid conductivity, (W1m.K)
= packing parameter
= overall particle-particle heat flow, (W)
= diametrical plane axial heat flux, (W/m2)
= calculated particle-particle resistance, 1lK (WW)
= temperature, (K)

Greek letters
6, = deformation contact diameter ratio, (dJdp)
6, = asperity gap ratio, &/dJ
E
= void fraction
y = effective radiative scattering constant
p = particle surface reflectivity
CJ
= Stefan-Boltzman constant
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